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Abstract— More organizations start to give various types 

of distributed computing administrations for Internet 

clients in the meantime these administrations additionally 

bring some security issues. Presently the many of cloud 

computing systems endow digital identity for clients to 

access their services, this will bring some drawback for a 

hybrid cloud that includes multiple private clouds and/or 

public clouds. Today most cloud computing framework 

use asymmetric and traditional public key cryptography 

to give information security and common authentication. 

Identity-based cryptography has some attraction 

attributes that appear to fit well the necessities of cloud 

computing. In this paper, by receiving federated identity 

management together with hierarchical identity-based 

cryptography (HIBC) with cloud heritage technique, not 

only the key distribution but also the mutual validation 

can be rearranged in the cloud. 

Keywords— cloud computing, cloud heritage, security, 

authentication. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Cloud computing is a technique of computing in which 

dynamically scalable and often virtualized resources are 

provided as a service over the Internet. It is the result of 

improvement of infrastructure as a service (IAAS), 

platform as a service (PAAS), and software as a service 

(SAAS).With broadband Internet access, Internet clients 

are able to occupy computing resource, storage space and 

different kinds of software services according to their 

necessities. In the cloud heritage, with a lot of different 

computing resources, client can easily tackle their issues 

with the resources gave by a cloud. This brings incredible 

adaptability for the clients. Using cloud computing 

service, clients can store their basic data in servers and 

can get their data anyplace they can with the Internet and 

do not have to stress about system breakdown or disk 

faults, etc. Also, distinctive clients in one system can 

share their data and work. Numerous important 

organizations, for example Amazon, Google, IBM, 

Microsoft, and Yahoo are the forerunners that give cloud 

computing services. 

Cloud heritage is a concept of object oriented .The 

capability of one cloud to inherit services from another 

cloud is called cloud heritage. This is the property of 

client oriented network. 

As of now, as appeared in Figure 1, there are essentially 

three sorts of clouds: private clouds, public clouds and 

hybrid clouds [15]. Private clouds, likewise called internal 

clouds, are the private networks that offer cloud 

computing services for a very restrictive set of clients 

within internal network. Public clouds or external clouds 

refer to clouds in the conventional sense [13] Hybrid 

clouds are the clouds that incorporate different private 

and/or public clouds [14]. Giving security in a private 

cloud and a public cloud is easier, comparing with a 

hybrid cloud since commonly a private cloud or a public 

cloud only has one service provider in the cloud. Giving 

security in a hybrid cloud that consisting multiple service 

providers is much more difficult especially for key 

distribution and mutual authentication, so we are use 

cloud heritage technique. Also for client to access the 

services in a cloud, a client digital identity is needed for 

the servers of the cloud to manage the access control. 

While in the entire cloud, there are numerous different 

types of clouds and each of them has its own identity 

management system. Thus client who needs to get 

services from various clouds needs numerous digital 

identities from various clouds, which will bring disservice 

for clients. Using federated identity management, every 

client will have his unique digital identity and with this 

identity, he can get various services from various clouds. 

Identity-based cryptography [10] could be a public key 

technology that permits the shopper of a public symbol of 

as hopper because the client’s public key. Hierarchy 

identity-based cryptography is that the improvement from 

it so asto resolve the measurability drawback. Recently 

identity-based cryptography and hierarchy identity-based 

cryptography are projected to supply security for a 

few web applications. 
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This paper proposes to use united identity management 

within the heritage cloud specified each shopper and each 

server can have its own distinctive identity. With this 

distinctive identity and graded identity-based 

cryptography (HIBC), the key distribution and mutual 

authentication will be greatly simplified. 

 
Fig. 1: 

 

II. SECURITY IN CLOUD COMPUTING 

Cloud computing have numerous advantages in cost 

diminishment, resource sharing, time saving for new 

service deployment. While in a cloud computing system, 

major part data and software that clients use reside on the 

Internet, which bring some new difficulties for the 

system, particularly security and privacy. Since every 

application may use resource from various servers. The 

servers are possibly based at multiple locations and the 

services provided by the cloud may use various 

infrastructures across organizations. All these attributes of 

cloud computing make it complicated to give security in 

cloud computing. To ensure adequate security in cloud 

computing, different security issues, for example, 

authentication, data confidentiality and integrity, and non-

repudiation, all need to be contracted into account. 

As such that before, there square measure 3 varieties of 

clouds in general: non-public cloud, public cloud and 

hybrid cloud. during a public cloud, resources square 

measure dynamically provisioned on a fine-grained, self-

service basis over the net. Services within the cloud 

square measure provided by associate degree off-site 

third-party supplier WHO shares resources and bills on a 

fine-grained utility computing basis. whereas in most 

non-public clouds, with restricted computing resources, 

it's troublesome for a personal cloud to supply all services 

for his or her consumer, as some services could additional 

resources than internal cloud will offer. Cloud heritage 

technique could be a potential answer for this issue since 

they will get the computing resources from external cloud 

computing suppliers. non-public clouds have their 

blessings in corporation governance and provide reliable 

services, furthermore as they permit additional 

management than public clouds do. For the protection 

issues, once a cloud surroundings is formed within a 

firewall, it will offer its shoppers with less exposure to net 

security risks. conjointly within the non-public cloud, all 

the services may be accessed through internal connections 

instead of public net connections, that build it easier to 

use existing security measures and standards. this could 

build non-public clouds additional acceptable for services 

with sensitive information that has got to be protected. 

whereas during a hybrid cloud, it includes quite one 

domain, which can increase the issue of security 

provision, particularly key management and mutual 

authentication. The domains during a hybrid cloud may 

be heterogeneous networks, thus there could also be gaps 

between these networks and between the various services 

suppliers. Even security may be well secure in every of 

private/public cloud, whereas during a hybrid cloud with 

quite one reasonably clouds that have completely 

different| completely different} styles of network 

conditions and different security policies, the way to offer 

economical security protection is way harder. 

In a cloud, the cloud ADPS must offer a robust and client-

friendly method for purchasers to access every kind of 

services within the system. Once a consumer desires to 

run AN application within the cloud, the consumer is 

needed to produce a digital identity. Normally, this 

identity may be a set of bytes that associated with the 

consumer. Supported the digital identity, a cloud system 

will apprehend what right this consumer has and what the 

consumer is allowed to try and do within the system. 

Most of cloud platforms embrace AN identity service 

since identity data is needed for many distributed 

applications [3]. These cloud computing systems can 

offer a digital identity for each consumer. 

 To solve these problems in the cloud, we offer to use 

federated identity management in clouds with HIBC and 

CHT. The proposed scheme does not only allow clients 

from a cloud to access services from other clouds with a 

single digital identity, it also over-simplify the key 

distribution and mutual authentication in a heritage cloud. 

 

III. IDENTITY-BASED CRYPTOGRAPHY AND 

SIGNATURE 

Identity-based cryptography and signature schemes were 

foremost projected by Shamir [10] in 1984. however 

solely in 2001, a economical approach of identity-based 

encoding schemes was developed by Dan Boneh and 

Matthew K. Franklin [2] and Clifford Cocks [4]. These 

schemes ar supported additive pairings on elliptic curves 

and have obvious security. Recently stratified identity-

based cryptography (HIBC) has been projected in [6, 7] to 

enhance the measurability of ancient identity-based 

cryptography theme. 

Identity-based scientific discipline theme could be a 

reasonably public-key based mostly approach which will 

be used for 2 parties to exchange messages and 
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effectively verify every other’s signatures. in contrast to 

in ancient public-key systems that employing a random 

string because the public key, with identity-based 

cryptography shopper’s identity which will 

unambiguously determine that client is employed because 

the public key for secret writing and signature 

verification. Identity-based cryptography will ease the key 

management quality as public keys don't seem to be 

needed to be distributed firmly to others. Another 

advantage of identity-based secret writing is that secret 

writing and coding are often conducted offline while not 

the key generation center. 

In the identity-based cryptography approach, the PKG 

ought to creates a "master" public key and a 

corresponding "master" non-public key first off, then it'll 

create this "master" public key public for all the interested 

shoppers. Any shopper will use this “master” public key 

and also the identity of a shopper to make the general 

public key of this shopper. every shopper desires to urge 

his non-public key must contact the PKG together with 

his identity. PKG can use the identity and also the 

"master" non-public key to get the non-public key for this 

shopper. In Dan Boneh and Matthew K. Franklin’s 

approach, they outlined four algorithms for a whole 

identity-based cryptography system. It includes setup, 

extract, secret writing and decipherment. 

1. Setup: PKG create a master key Km and the 

system parameters P. Km  is kept secret and used to 

generate private key for clients. System parameters 

P are made public for all the clients and can be 

used to generate clients’ public key with their 

identities. 

2. Extract: When a client requests his private key 

from the PKG, PKG will use the identity of this 

client, system parameters P and master key Km to 

gener-ate a private key for this client. 

3. Encryption: When a client wants to encrypt a 

message and send to another client, he can use the 

system parameters P, receiver’s identity and the 

message as input to generate the cipher text. 

4. Decryption: Receiving a cipher text, receiver can 

use the system parameters P and his private key 

got from the PKG to decrypt the cipher text. 

In a network mistreatment identity-based cryptography, 

the PKG wants not solely to come up with personal keys 

for all the shoppers, however additionally to verify the 

shopper identities and establish secure channels to 

transmit personal keys. during a giant network with only 

1 PKG, the PKG can have a onerous job. during this case, 

HIBC [6] will be a far better alternative. during a HIBC 

network, a root PKG can generate and distribute personal 

keys for domain-level PKGs and therefore the domain-

level PKGs can generate and distribute personal keys to 

the shoppers in their own domain. HIBC is appropriate 

for an oversized scale network since it will scale back the 

work of root PKG by distribute the work of shopper 

authentication, personal key generation and distribution to 

the various level of PKGs. It can even improve the safety 

of the network as a result of shopper authentication and 

personal key distribution will be done regionally. The 

HIBC secret writing and signature algorithms embrace 

root setup, lower-level setup, extraction, encryption, and 

decipherment. 

1. Root setup: root PKG will generate the root 

PKG system parameters and a root secret. The 

root secret will be used for private key 

generation for the lower-level PKGs. The root 

system parameters are made publicly available 

and will be used to generate public keys for 

lower-level PKGs and clients. 

2. Lower-level setup: Each lower-level PKG will 

get the root system parameters and generate its 

own lower-level secret. This lower-level secret 

will be used to generate private keys for the 

clients in its domain. 

3. Extract: When a client or PKG at level t with its 

identity ( ID1,..., IDt ) re-quests his private key 

from its upper-level PKG, where ( ID1,..., IDi ) is 

the identity of its ancestor at level i (1 ≤ i ≤ t), 

the upper-level PKG will use this identity, 

system parameters and its own private key to 

generate a private key for this client. 

4. Encryption: Client who wants to encrypt a 

message M can use the system parameters, 

receiver’s identity and the message as input to 

generate the cipher text. 

C = Encryption (parameters, receiver ID, M). 

5. Decryption: Receiving a cipher text, receiver 

can use system parameters and his private key 

got from the PKG to decrypt the cipher text. 

M = Decryption (parameters, k, C), k is the 

private key of the receiver 

6. Signing and verification: A client can use 

parameters, its private key, and message M to 

generate a digital signature and sends to the 

receiver. Receiver and verify the signature using 

the parameters, message M, and the sender’s ID. 

Signature = Signing (parameters, k, M), 

k is the sender’s private key. 

Verification = (parameters, sender ID, 

M,Signature). 

There ar some inherent limitations with the identity-based 

cryptography [1]. one amongst downsides} is that the key 

written agreement problem. Since clients’ non-public 

keys ar generated by PKG, the PKG will rewrite a client’s 

message and build any client’s digital signature while not 
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authorization. This really implies that PKGs should be 

extremely trusty. that the identity-based theme is 

additional applicable for a closed cluster of shoppers like 

an enormous company or a university. Since solely 

beneath this example, PKGs will be established with 

clients’ trust. 

In a system exploitation HIBC, each PKG within the 

hierarchy is aware of the clients’ non-public keys within 

the domain beneath the PKG. though key written 

agreement drawback cannot be avoided, this will limit the 

scope of key written agreement drawback. Another 

disadvantage of the identity-based cryptography is that 

the revocation drawback. as a result of all the purchasers 

within the system use some distinctive identifiers as their 

public keys, if one client’s non-public key has been 

compromised, the shopper ought to modification its 

public key. 

 

IV. USING FEDERATED IDENTITY 

MANAGEMENT IN CLOUD 

4.1 Federated Identity Management in the Cloud 

Compared with centralized identity, that is employed to 

take are of security issues among constant networks, 

federate identity is adopted to take care of the safety 

issues that a consumer might want to access external 

networks or associate degree external consumer might 

want to access internal networks. federate identity may be 

a standard-based mechanism totally different|for various} 

organization to share identity between them and it will 

change the movability of identity info to across different 

networks. One common use of federate identity is secure 

net single sign-on, wherever a consumer World Health 

Organization logs in with success at one organization will 

access all partner networks while not having to log in 

once more. mistreatment identity federation will increase 

the safety of network since it solely needs a consumer to 

spot and attest him to the system for just one occasion and 

this identity info are often utilized in totally different 

networks. Use of identity federation standards cannot 

solely facilitate the consumer to across multiple networks 

embrace external networks with just one time log in, 

however can also facilitate purchasers from totally 

different networks to trust one another. 

Using identity federation within the cloud means that 

shoppers from totally different clouds will use a united 

identification to spot themselves, that naturally suit the 

necessity of identity based mostly cryptography in cloud 

computing. In our approach, server to server, shoppers 

and servers within the cloud have their own distinctive 

identities. These identities area unit class-conscious 

identities. To access services within the cloud, shoppers 

area unit needed to attest themselves for every service in 

their own clouds. In some cases, servers also are needed 

to attest themselves to shoppers. in an exceedingly little 

and closed cloud, this demand will be happy simply. 

whereas in an exceedingly hybrid cloud, there area unit 

multiple non-public and/or public clouds and these clouds 

could have faith in totally different authentication 

mechanisms. Providing effective authentications for 

shoppers and servers from totally different cloud domains 

would be tough. during this paper, we have a tendency to 

propose to use united identity management and HIBC 

with cloud heritage technique within the cloud. within the 

cloud trustworthy authority PKGs area unit used and 

these PKGs won't solely act as PKGs in ancient identity-

based cryptography system however conjointly apportion 

class-conscious identities to shoppers in their domains. 

there's a root PKG in overall domain of every cloud, and 

every sub-level domain (private or public cloud) inside 

the cloud heritage conjointly has its own PKG. the basis 

PKG can manage the full heritage cloud, every non-public 

cloud or public cloud is that the 1st level and shoppers 

and servers in these clouds area unit the second level. the 

basis PKG of the cloud can apportion and attest identities 

for all the non-public and public clouds. 

 
Fig.2: Federated identity management in cloud 

 

4.2: Key Generation and in the Cloud 

Using HIBC in the heritage cloud, an important part is 

key generation and distribution. As shown in [6], the 

security of HIBC scheme is based on the using of 

admissible pairing. Let G1 and G 2 be two groups of some 

large prime order q and G 1 is an additive group and 2 G is 

a multiplicative group, we can call ˆe an admissible 

pairing if ˆ e : 

G 1 × G 2 → G 2 have the following properties. 

1. Billinear: For all 1 P , Q ∈ G and , q a b ∈ Z ∗ , eˆ(aP, 

bQ) = eˆ(P,Q)ab . 

2. Non-degenerate: There exits 1 P,Q ∈ G , such that 

eˆ(P,Q) ≠ 1. 

3. Computable: For all 1 P,Q ∈ G , there exits a efficient 

way to calculate 

eˆ(P ,Q ) . 

An admissible pairing can be generated by suing a 

Weil pairing or a Tate pairing [2]. Here, in the cloud we 

use two levels PKG, the root PKG is 0 level PKG and the 
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PKGs in the private or public clouds are 1 level PKGs. 

The root setup can be done as follow: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For the lower level PKGs and users and servers in the 

cloud, they can use the system parameters and any user’s 

identity to generate its public key. And every user or 

servers in the cloud can connect the PKGs in their cloud 

domain to get their private keys. For example, the PKG in 

private cloud of University with identity UIS, its public 

key can be generated as 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Date Encryption and Digital Signature 

In the cloud, one amongst the foremost necessary security 

issues ar mutual authentication between shoppers and 

servers, protection knowledge|of knowledge|of 

information} confidentiality and integrity throughout data 

transmission by secret writing victimisation secret keys. 

in a very cloud victimisation united identity, any shopper 

and server has its distinctive identity and any shopper and 

server will get the identity of the other client/server by 

request with the PKGs. With HIBC, the general public 

key distribution are often greatly simplified within the 

cloud. shoppers and servers don't have to be compelled to 

raise a public key directory to induce the general public 

key of alternative shoppers and servers as in ancient 

public key schemes. If any shopper or server desires to 

encipher the info that transmitted within the cloud, the 

sender will acquire the identity of the receiver, then the 

sender will en-crypt the info with receiver’s identity. 

 

4.4 Secret Session Key Exchange and Mutual 

Authentication 

 Identity-based cryptography is a public key cryptography 

scheme, it is much slower when it is compared with 

symmetric key cryptography. In practice, public key 

cryptography is not used for data encryption in most of 

the clouds. While in the cloud with HIBC, this secret 

symmetric key distribution can be avoided since identity-

based cryptography can be used for secret session key 

exchange. According to [9], for every two parties in the 

system using identity-based cryptography, it is easy for 

each one of the two parties to calculate a secret session 

key between them using its own private key and public 

key of other party, this is call identity-based non-

interactive key distribution. For example, two parties 

Alice and Bob in a cloud with their public keys and 

private keys Palice , Qalice , Pbob and Qbob can calculate their 

shared secret session key by computing 

 

 

This means in an exceedingly cloud victimization HIBC, 

every shopper or server will calculate a secret session key 

between it and therefore the different party it needs to 

speak with while not message exchange. This advantage 

of identity-based cryptography can't solely scale back 

mes-sage transmission however can also avoid session 

key revelation throughout transmission. 

This secret session key can be used not only for data 

encryption, but also for mu-tual authentication [8]. We 

assume if a client with identity Alice@UiS and a server 

with identity Storage@google in the cloud want to 

authenticate each other. First, they can calculate a secret 

session key K s between them. Then Alice can send a 

message to the server as: 

 

A lice →  S e r v er : A lic e @ U iS , M , f ( K s , A lic 

e @ U iS , S to ra g e @ g o o g le , M ) 

Here M is a randomly selected message and f is a one way 

hash function. Here, to compute the correct hash value, a 

correct secret session key K s is needed. Since 

K s computation requires Alice’s private key and this 

private key can only be allocated from the PKG in the 

private cloud, thus Alice can be verified that she is a legal 

client of this cloud. Also the server can authenticate itself 

to Alice the same way. We can notice that this mutual 

authentication does not include any certification form a 

third party. 

 

4.5  Key Escrow 

For a system exploitation identity-based cryptography, 

key written agreement downside is inherent and may not 

be avoided since PKG is aware of the non-public keys of 

all the shoppers. whereas within the ranked identity-based 

cryptography system, solely the PKG within the same 

domain because the shoppers will is aware of their non-

public keys. PKGs in different domains or at different 

levels cannot apprehend these non-public keys, such the 

key written agreement downside may be restricted in an 

exceedingly little vary. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The quick development of cloud computing bring some 

security issues similarly as several edges to net 
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purchasers. Current solutions have some disadvantages in 

key management and authentication particularly in a very 

hybrid cloud with many public/private clouds. during this 

paper, we have a tendency to portrayed the principles of 

identity-based cryptography heritage technique and 

gradable identity-based cryptography and notice the 

properties of HIBC match well with the protection 

demands of heritage cloud. we have a tendency to 

projected to use federate identity management and HIBC 

within the cloud and portrayed however will the system 

generate and distribute the general public and personal 

keys to purchasers and servers. Compared with the 

present Ws-Security approach, we will see our approach 

has its blessings in simplifying public key distribution and 

reducing SOAP header size. additionally we have a 

tendency to showed however the purchasers and servers 

within the cloud will generate secret session key while not 

message exchange and demonstrate one another with an 

easy manner mistreatment identity-based cryptography. 

additionally we will see the key written agreement 

downside of identity-based cryptography are often 

restricted with HIBC approach. 
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